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ABSTRACT
Edge detection is a critical stage in many computer vision
systems as image segmentation and object detection. As it is
difficult to detect image edges with precision and with low
complexity, it is appropriate to find new methods for edge
detection. In this paper, we take advantage of Corner
detection to detect edges in a multi-scale way with low
complexity, and we propose a novel corner feature. The
principle of Corner detectors is always the same; it looks for a
quick change of direction of the contour. In the first part, this
principle has been used to detect the corners of our image
since the general objective is to detect buildings from THR
satellite images based on the geometrical shape of buildings.
Histogram has too been used as a next step to analyze R in
order to set the number of points of interest. The second part
of this work used to detect the edges points with canny,
choosing different thresholds to view the problem of canny to
the automation of the threshold. Finally, an automatic method
has been proposed to partly answer the problem of the
operator of Harris and Canny; by combining the results of the
first part with the result of the second part. The contribution is
to choose the Harris operator as the selected threshold
determiner. The effectiveness of the proposed method is
supported by the experimental results that prove that the
method is faster than many competing state-of-the-art
approaches and can be used in real-time applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, satellite images have become an indispensable
segment in many applications such as medical imaging,
remote sensing, crime prevention, education, multimedia, data
mining...). These applications require satellite images as a
source for various processes like segmentation, interest point,
edge detection, object recognition, tracking, and others.
According to rapidly growing urbanization and municipal
regions, automatic detection of buildings from remote sensing
images is a hot topic and an active field of research in
Morocco.
Detection of low-dimensional features (edges, corners) plays
an important role in computer vision applications, mostly
building detection. There are many competing algorithms for
detecting corners and edges in images. Ever since, Harris
detector [1] has been widely used in corner detection [2,3] and
image segmentation [4]. It is one of the most well-known

algorithms in detecting feature points of interest, because it
provides an excellent repeatability under rotation and various
illuminations.
Being the most prevailing algorithm, Harris corner detection
algorithm has witnessed a series of attempts to improve it.
Telle and Aldon [5] redefined the Corner Response Function.
Nassif et al.[6] considered corner location easurement.
Mikolajczyk [7] improved Harris corner detection algorithm
by making it adapted to scale and affine change. The
variations along the adaptive vertical and tangent axes are
used for corner detection [8].
Edge detection is a fundamental step in image segmentation
and one of the most important steps to recognize the features
of objects. Concerning the algorithms for detecting edges,
there are a lot to know. Marr and Hildreth [9] and Canny [10]
introduced more complex methods. In the last years, many
edge detection methods have been proposed. Wavelet filtering
[11, 12], neural networks [13], statistics [14], rule bases [15],
fuzzy concepts [16] are different approximations used for this
objective.
[17] Using canny edge operator based on anisotropic and
Genetic algorithm, the said algorithm searches for higher and
lower threshold values as used in canny operator and is quite a
difficult task to identify the accurate value. In[18], author
proposes an efficient algorithm by improving traditional
Canny edge detection algorithm for satellite images.
After giving a literature review on feature (corners and edges)
for satellite images, we arrived at detecting the limits of each
method. The method of edge detection suffers from threshold
automation problem. The second method, Corner detection
algorithm, contains a lot of false corners and the positioning
accuracy for these complex corners is low [19–21]. So an
improved method based on Harris detector and canny edge
detection is proposed in this paper. Firstly, we extract the
interest point by Harris, followed by an analysis of R (R
means the number of points of interest) with the histogram.
Secondly, Canny edge detection is used to detect the edges
existing in the satellite image, Finally, a combination of the
results found by the first two parties closed the research
concern of the current study.

2. PROPOSED APPROACH
Edge detection is a fundamental tool in image processing and
computer vision. Contour detection is a key step in the imageprocessing field. It allows the passage of a color image to a
binary image built by two intensities (only white on the edge,
and black). Yet, the problem major remains always the choice
of the threshold which can give eithera better or a bad one.
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With the canny detector, some edges points have not been
detected. Some pixels detected as edge points are not real, so
it gives an incorrect detection (detection superfluous pixels,
missing pixels). The Harris algorithm was used to overcome
this problem. The Harris's characteristic is to add thresholds as
a validation parameter.
Our approach is to solve the canny threshold automation
problem.
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WhereIx and Iy are the derivatives of pixel intensity in the x
and y directions in point x, the M(x, y) is the window at
position (x, y). Eigen values of the matrix M can help to
determine the suitability of a window.

R = Det M-K(Trace M)2

(2)

The score is calculated for each window,
where:
Det M = λ1 λ2 , Trace M = λ1+ λ2 and K is a constant. The
typical value of the constant k is equal to 0.04 [23]. All
windows that have the score R greater than a certain value are
corners (interest points).
Harris corner’s detection algorithm is a kind of effective
feature point algorithm, but also insufficient: [24] algorithm
can only detect corner feature in single scales. The effect of
the corner detection will be entirely dependent on the
threshold set while implementing the non–maxima
suppression and determining the local maximum value. The
corner information will be lost when threshold set is too large.
The current study’s contribution is to solve this problem.
The general objective of the proposed approach either is to
serve the detection of buildings from satellite images with the
view that the buildings always take geometric shape
rectangles or squares. Based on the information, a pertinent
look was taken at the points that have a double variation of
gradient in X and Y.
The next step goes through two parts:
• Finding points with large corner response function R
(R > threshold) using the histogram.
• Taking the points of locally maximum R as the detected
feature points.

Fig 1: Graphical abstract

2.1 Corner detection
Among intensity gradient based methods, Harris [1] corner
detector is the most popular one which identifies corners in an
image by using a small Gaussian smooth window which shifts
in vertical and horizontal directions along with pixel
ordinates. When brightness distribution of a window varies
significantly, its center pixel then is defined as corner.
The Harris operator is defined very simply. It is based on the
Eigen values of the second moment matrix. The definition
requires a window region to be defined and averages are taken
over this whole window. For this reason, the following matrix
has been computed:

Fig2: A part of Computation of the response of the Harris
detector at each pixel
Our objective in this part is to analyze the values of R using a
histogram, [0.5] the size of this interval is the most repetitive.
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Fig7: Threshold 1

Fig8:Threshold 2 Fig9: Threshold 3

The results of the canny detector lack precision it did not
provide a response perfectly suited to our needs; Some edges
points have not been detected and some pixels detected as
contour points are not (threshold automation problem). To
correct this error or problem we have added the Harris
operator as a threshold determinant. the process of validating
the threshold is as follows:
We have set a threshold 1 and the combined with the result
found by Harris; if we find a satisfactory result (edges points
go through all the points of interest determined) we stop, or
else we will increase the threshold or decrease it, until a
remarkable result is obtained.
Fig3: Histogramm of initial Image Fig4: Histogramm after
analyzing R values
Edge detection requires a variation in either x or y, but the
Harris operator for corner detection (interest point) requires a
double variation in x and y at the same time. This information
helped us to easily distinguish between a corner and an edge.

2.2 Edge detection
Image edge is an important feature for computer vision
algorithms. Several edge detection operators have been
developed, such as Roberts, Prewitt, Kirsch, Sobel, Robinson
and Canny [25]. Compared to the other edge detection
algorithms, Canny edge detection can provide much better
and more reliable edge detection results, and it has become
the criterion for evaluating other methods.
The fundamental characteristics of Canny Edge Detection
algorithm are:
1. Smoothing the image with a Gaussian filter.
2. Computing the gradient magnitude and orientation using
finite-difference approximations for the partial derivatives.
3. Applying non-maxima suppression to the gradient
magnitude.
4. Using the double thresholding algorithm to detect and link
edges.

Fig5: Initial Ima

2.3 Validation of threshold
The objective of this step as the title indicated is to have the
three thresholds chosen combined with the result found when
analyzing the number of points R with histogram.
Having used just canny outline to detect objects from urban
scenes is not enough, especially when the global task is to
extract the buildings from the satellite images.
The edge detector from Canny's approach is used at highresolution, providing edges having the distinction of being
well located in the areas not noisy and un-textured image, but
remain too numerous on the other hand .
The proposed method retains the advantage of good
localization transitions avoiding the usual compromise
between good localization and good edge detection. Indeed,
over-detection in the noisy or textured areas is removed or
validated by the result found by analyzing R.
Our contribution is to use Harris operator as a chosen
threshold determinant. The three chosen thresholds are
combined with the result of Harris. After the representation of
the results of three-threshold edges detections, each threshold
is combined with Harris result (after the analysis of R with
histogram).
The next step is to choose the right result manifested in the
image that contains a significant percentage of detection of
buildings. This is always based on the geometric shape of the
buildings (take objects as a rectangle or square form).

Fig6: Initial image at gray level
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The figures show the result after combination.
Figure 11 above shows the result of the combination with the
threshold1 which is the lowest. Since the image contains a lot
of details, the first combination was not adequate. The image
displays the edges that pass through points of interest and
others that do not. Therefore, the first threshold is not
adaptable with the number of points of interest found. the
validation rate of the first combination is 46%, which explains
why another threshold must be chosen to improve this rate.
Figure 12 presents the result of the combination with the
threshold 2. It has shows all the interest points with the
absence of half of the edges points. The validation rate for this
combination is 53%. With more improvement (threshold
increase), we could arrive at a more reasonable rate.
Figure 13 presents the result of combination with threshold3,
after a set of threshold settings we found that the higher
threshold gives more effective results in our combination
compared to the low threshold. The final result starts to take
its way. The interest points go through all the most significant
edges points or go through the edges that have a double
variation on x and y, with a rite reaches 98.2%.
The figures above present the results of the combination of
different thresholds realized: threshold1, threshold2 and
threshold 3 .After the description of each result obtained from
the combination, it is noticed that the last combination of the
threshold is the most appropriate combination, which
validates our contribution. Our contribution is to have chosen
the Harris operator as a determinant threshold. The selected
result represents a rate of 98.2%.It manages the detection of
all objects in a geometric form of a rectangle or square.

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Detection Features (edges, corners) can be used to improve
the detection of buildings from satellite images. Harris
operator is used to find the canny thresholds best suited to
improve the detection of buildings and reduce the false
detections of Canny. This is clearly seen from the results
found, as shown in the figures 7, 8 and 9.The three figures
show canny edges detection with different thresholds:
Threshold1, Threshold2 and Threshold N. From the threshold
that gave less detection until to the most adaptable threshold
with our approach.
Figure 7: features extraction (edges by canny). In this step, a
first database is prepared. The features used for detecting the
edges in the satellite imagery at the low threshold. We noticed
from the image, the low threshold gives more details the
searched objects and the other noisy objects.
Diagram that represents the approach of our contribution
Table 1. The validation rate of our approach
Thresholds
The
validation The
rate
time
Threshold 1

46%

3.s

Threshold 2

53%

3.s

¦¦

65%

3.s

¦¦

79%

3.s

¦¦

83%

3.s

Threshold 3

98.2%

3.s

acquisition

Figure 8, in the second threshold, was chosen to improve a
little bit the threshold. The results show that there is a change
from the first threshold amounting to a disappearance of a few
objects of small sizes.
Figure 9, which is a high threshold compared to the first two
ones shows fading of most of the noise.
According to these results of thresholds found, it is necessary
to choose a suitable threshold with our objective. The choice
was not be random or manually. It added or combined the
result of Harris with these thresholds, to find the best possible
combination.
The combination part means that each threshold was taken
and combined with the result of Harris. In effect, we just took
the edges that go through the interest points. The other edges
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were eliminated. To reiterate, Harris operator has been used as
a threshold validation tool.

4. CONCLUSION

[10] J. Canny.1986, A computational approach to edge
detection, IEEE Transactions Pattern Analysis and
Machine Intelligence 8 (1986) 679–698.

Extraction of urban information from satellite images has
become a hot topic in remote-sensing studies. This paper
presents a novel building extraction method. The study of the
detection features of satellite images THR is particularly rich.
We saw how this detection is different from object to object,
and from a noisy zone to an area that is not. Detection features
are given to characterize these different situations. The
applications of this study are numerous.

[11] C. Ducottet, T. Fournel, C. Barat.2004, Scale-adaptive
detection and local characterization of edges based on
wavelet transform, Signal Processing 84 (2004) 2115–
2137.

Edges detection with Canny is used to precisely extract the
borders of objects. In the presence of noise or useless objects,
the extraction of contours will be more difficult. This requires
the addition of another algorithm to correct these defects. That
is why Harris operator was chosen due to its reliability in
extracting corners. The fusion of these detectors (Canny and
Harris) leads to the construction of an automatic method that
makes it possible to extract the buildings. We have shown the
applicability of this method on several images. We discussed
in detail the extraction results and showed the special case.
The parameterization of the detectors plays an important role
in extraction of the building (choice of threshold). The
distinction between a building of rectangular or square
geometrical shape and other objects of the same form (for
example ground ...) will be the subject of future work.

[13] S. Lu, Z. Wang, J. Shen.2003, Neuro-fuzzy synergism to
the intelligent system for edge detection and
enhancement, Pattern Recognition 36 (2003) 2395–2409.
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